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Photosynthesis involves some 
of the fastest known chemical 
reactions.  A Brock University 
researcher is unraveling some 
of the details in the process 
and says it may eventually help 
with finding alternative energy 
solutions.

Dr. Serguei Vassiliev of the Department of Biology is 
studying how proteins and plant pigments interact to 
control the rate of reactions that drive photosynthesis.

He’s taking a unique approach, by using detailed 
kinetic models to understand the molecules involved in 
converting light to make energy. 

“This is the first study that looks at light conversion in 
photosynthetic systems using detailed kinetic models,” 
says Vassiliev.  “The models show how protein motions 
control the rates of certain reactions.”

In the study, Vassiliev is using spectrometers, lasers 
and biomolecular simulations to observe how light 
facilitates the quick chemical reactions in photosynthesis 
– reactions he says that capably capture light in a 
trillionth of a second.

Once captured, light is directed to a central reaction 
centre in an organism, where it becomes the energy 
needed to convert carbon dioxide and water to 
carbohydrates.  

So far, he’s found that the pigments which help harvest 
light energy are highly specialized for their job, and he’s 
identifying those that play a key role in light collection 
and utilization. 

With the help of SHARCNET, Vassiliev is able to perform 
many simulations at once to evaluate how photosynthetic 
processes are affected by the alteration of specific amino 
acids in the organism’s reaction centre. 

“With SHARCNET, our simulations can be done with 
higher accuracy and a higher level of theory,” he says.

Ultimately he hopes that by better understanding 
the steps in photosynthesis, the same principles can 
be applied to convert water and carbon dioxide into 
alternate energy forms on a larger scale to support 
human needs. 

A Closer Look at Photosynthesis 
BY LAURA KAPTEYN, SPARK (STUDENTS PROMOTING 
AWARENESS OF RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE), 
UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH

Serguei Vassiliev,  
Brock researcher

Continued on page 4

Spin labels are widely used as a probe of protein dynamics,
detailed understanding of their motion is of great interest.  This 
figure shows reorientational dynamics of the spin label molecule 
attached to the bacterial reaction center pigment-protein 
complex.  Multiple conformations of spinlabel spaced by 0.5 ns 
are colored by the time step, color changes from red to blue.

“With SHARCNET, our simulations 
can be done with higher accuracy 
and a higher level of theory.”



Message from the Chair 
of the Board 
The last few months have been very rewarding for SHARCNET.  At an event on September 
22, 2006, Chris Bently, Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities, announced the 
Ministry of Research and Innovation’s new investment of $10.9 million in SHARCNET.   
The Ontario government is investing these funds to ensure our state-of-the-art HPC 
facilities and services continue to support researchers across the province, to help 
speed up research, cultivate scientific knowledge and encourage research breakthroughs. 

At a further announcement on December 21, 2006, the Canada Foundation for 
Innovation (CFI) and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Council (NSERC), confirmed 
a major investment in building high performance computing capacity across Canada, 
a national effort with all seven HPC consortia collaborating in a pan-Canadian HPC 
network.  What this means to SHARCNET is that additional funding will be provided from 
the National Platform’s Fund to allow SHARCNET to expand its infrastructure to remote 
partner sites, provide more enhanced visualization capability and become a major player 
in this national network.  Combined with earlier investments, SHARCNET has received 
over $120 million to date and ranks as one of the most powerful HPC Centres in 
Canada – something we can all take great pride in. 

There are a couple of changes on the SHARCNET Board of Directors to report.  Dr. Paul 
Maxim, Associate Vice-President, Research, at Wilfrid Laurier University takes over as 
the SHARCNET Board representative for Laurier effective January 1, 2007.  Paul replaces 
Dr. Art Szabo, Dean of Science at Laurier, who served on the Board for several years.  
In addition, Ian Hardgrove, former President and General Manager of 3M Canada, has 
left the SHARCNET Board effective January 1, 2007 as he has recently relocated to 
3M International Headquarters in St. Paul, Minnesota to take on the role of General 
Manager, 3M Automotive Aftermarket Division.  SHARCNET has greatly benefited from 
both Art’s and Ian’s insights and we wish to thank them for their contributions and wish 
them nothing but success in the future!

The SHARCNET Board also met with its HPC Strategic Council in early December to 
discuss a number of issues around strategic positioning, collaboration, development 
of measurement and reporting tools, and engaging the private sector.  SHARCNET is 
excited about the future and how to best position itself to move forward.  The SHARCNET 
community is encouraged to provide input either by contacting their local Site Leader, 
SHARCNET management or staff representatives, or by participating in SHARCNET 
researcher input committees.

There is no doubt that SHARCNET has experienced much success over the past five years 
and this new funding allows us to ensure the enduring vision of SHARCNET as a world-
leading computational facility enabling the highest quality research.

W. E. (Ted) Hewitt, Ph.D 
Chair, SHARCNET Board of Directors and Vice-President  
(Research & International Relations), The University of Western Ontario

Chris Bentley, Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities, 
announces $10.9 million in funding for SHARCNET 

Ted Hewitt, 
Chair of the Board



SHARCNET has been exceptionally busy over the last several months, 

and a number of new initiatives have been undertaken to enhance 

our services and support.  The SHARCNET September Seminars, an 

annual event directed towards the new SHARCNET user and open to 

all users, was kicked off this past fall, and continues in the form of 

the SHARCNET Literacy Seminars held over AccessGrid on a bi-weekly 

basis.  These seminars are an excellent starting point for novice 

users and are supplemented by more advanced training provided 

through the annual Fall Workshop.  We are planning to continue 

to increase the use of AccessGrid to enable SHARCNET members 

to take advantage of the wide range of research and training that 

happens throughout SHARCNET without having to travel to remote 

sites.  In particular, SHARCNET has recently introduced the Research 

Seminar Series, which allows researchers to showcase their research 

to members of the SHARCNET community, via AccessGrid, on a 

regular basis.

Now that most of the new SHARCNET systems are on the ground and 

operational, users have a range of resources available to them to 

assist with their research and collaboration efforts.  Our next phase 

of installation will be the acquisition of visualization equipment 

and software at many SHARCNET sites, which will be an important 

complement to existing resources and greatly expand capabilities for 

data post-processing.

Two new researcher input committees have been struck to allow 

for input on SHARCNET operations from the broader research 

community.  The SHARCNET Policy Committee met in early December 

to review existing and draft policies on storage, appropriate use, 

AUP, scheduling, software, commercial use, certification, researcher 

reporting, and the framework for resource allocation.  The Researcher 

Interaction Committee met recently to begin mapping out priorities 

on content and timing of training offerings, content of online 

reference materials, enhancement of SHARCNET’s user interface, and 

development of plans to engage under-serviced demographics.

As one of the seven Canadian HPC consortia, we were extremely 

pleased with the CFI announcement in December of the success of 

the CFI National Platforms Fund proposal.  This national initiative is 

unique and will provide researchers with an unprecedented array of 

computational capability in Canada. As one of the largest consortia, 

SHARCNET is well positioned to play an important role making this 

national vision a reality.

With the recent funding announcements, SHARCNET is also poised to 

re-establish the Chairs and Fellowships Programs.  These programs 

have been tremendously successful and well received in the past, 

and we look forward to being able to offer financial support to 

enable strategic faculty hiring and to facilitate research and training 

at the undergraduate, graduate and postdoctoral level.  New this 

time will be the opportunity to apply for dedicated time on our 

systems for particularly demanding computational projects.  Watch 

for the announcement of these programs in the spring!

SHARCNET is also working on an outreach plan targeted at high 

school students which will provide high school teachers and students 

with software and applications to allow them to build and run their 

own “mini” supercomputer.  The long-term uptake of computational 

techniques demands that we reach out to high school 

students to inform them of the importance - and 

excitement - of considering not only 

science but computational science.

In the next couple of months, 

we will be seeking feedback 

from the user community and 

SHARCNET has developed 

a comprehensive, on-line 

customer satisfaction survey 

for users to comment on 

all aspects of the SHARCNET 

organization and operations.  We are 

very interested in what users have to say 

and encourage you to complete the survey when it 

is released later this spring.  As always, however, if you have 

comments or suggestions that you would like to make, please get in 

touch with me - you don’t need to wait for the survey.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the SHARCNET 

team for their efforts over the past several months.  Given the scope 

of the equipment and services we have been able to ramp up, it 

is astonishing how much they have accomplished in such a short 

amount of time.

Hugh M.P. Couchman 
SHARCNET Scientific Director 
Fellow, Canadian Institute for Advanced Research 
Professor, Physics and Astronomy, McMaster University

Scientific Director’s Message 
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Hugh 
Couchman, 
Scientific Director



“CIPA is the leading information-

technology and innovation 

awards program in Canada, 

and this national recognition 

is a rewarding reflection of the 

efforts of the whole SHARCNET 

team and our partners to 

improve our resources and 

services through the use of 

innovative technology.”

-Hugh Couchman

From left, Hugh Couchman, (Scientific Director, SHARCNET), 
Douglas McCuaig (Sr VP and GM, Greater Toronto Area & Atlantic 
Canada, CGI), Mike Bauer (Associate Director, SHARCNET)

SHARCNET was thrilled to be a recipient of a national award at the Canadian Information 
Productivity Awards (CIPA) at their gala event in Toronto on November 1, 2006.  CIPA is 
Canada’s highest-prestige and longest-running IT awards program which recognizes Canadian 
organizations for their innovative use of technology.  

CIPA’s awards program commemorates organizations that have applied IT innovation to 
improve productivity and efficiency throughout the organization.  Winners for the annual 
awards are selected from entries submitted by public and private organizations of all sizes 
and types across Canada.  The black-tie gala saw 64 organizations with 75 innovative IT 
projects compete for 25 Awards of Excellence across 4 categories.  A sellout crowd of 
nearly 900 senior executives enthusiastically applauded the innovative solutions to business 
challenges and opportunities.

SHARCNET was selected as a Silver Award of Excellence winner for Efficiency and Operational 
Improvements in the not-for-profit category based on an entry which outlined its use of high 
performance computing technology over an advanced fibre optics network.  

CIPA awards promote best practices from private and public sector organizations as examples 
for other Canadian organizations, highlighting ways to transform the operations of their 
organizations through the adoption of new processes and technologies.  Above all, the CIPA 
awards prove year after year that Canada is a growing hub for global innovation.  

SHARCNET Wins National Award  

A Closer Look at Photosynthesis, continued from page 1

In related research, Vassiliev is working with Gary Brudvig of Yale University to develop 
molecular model simulations to help understand how the protective reactions in the 
photosynthetic reaction centre work.  He is also working with Oleg Poluectov from Argonne 
National Laboratory in Illinois to better understand the dynamics of proteins.

Vassiliev received his Ph.D. from Moscow State University in 1990 and worked at the 
campus there until 1994.  He was then awarded a research fellowship from Alexander von 
Humboldt Foundation, which supported his research at the Technical University of Berlin 
for three years.  Vassiliev joined the research team at Brock University in 1997.

His research is funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council.

Snapshot of the photosystem II core supercomplex molecular dynamics simulation. Complete 
system is composed of 17 proteins, 39 chlorophylls, 5 carotenoids, 2 quinones and other 
electron transfer cofactors inserted into lipid bilayer and solvated.           
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BY CHRISTINE EISLER, SPARK (STUDENTS PROMOTING AWARENESS OF 
RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE), UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH

Genome sequencing technology has given researchers lots of information on how genes 

are structured within an organism.  But, understanding how these genetic arrangements 

influence an organism’s biological functions has so far been an untapped research 

focus… until now, thanks to computer technology. 

Dr. Gabriel Moreno-Hagelsieb of the Department of Biology at Wilfrid Laurier University is 

using computer technology to map these genetic relationships.  He’s using his work to 

build the expanding knowledge on genomes. 

“The human genome project has lead to astounding improvements in DNA sequencing 

technologies,” says Moreno-Hagelsieb.  “We now have many other sequenced genomes 

and the information we have for them is growing.”

Moreno-Hagelsieb is using the information available about bacterial genomes to study 

how genes are organized into what he calls “functional modules” – genes working 

together to generate a particular biological function such as digesting food.  He’s 

identifying what functions genes have and then comparing these across organisms to see 

if their function can change.  Using computer technology, he can compare genes from 

different organisms quickly and efficiently. 

The work is challenging because as genes evolve their role within an organism can 

change.  That’s why Moreno-Hagelsieb is studying all aspects of the genetic properties to 

see how likely genes are to maintain their function or evolve into a new role.

Ultimately, this research could be used to develop antimicrobials which are tailored to 

disease-influencing genes.  It can also benefit pathway engineering techniques (how gene 

segments can be cut and pasted to influence their overall function), which are useful in 

situations such as degrading environmental contaminants.  

Moreno-Hagelsieb’s research work has been aided by SHARCNET to support the computer 

equipment necessary to map the elaborate gene arrangements.

In addition to this research, Moreno-Hagelsieb’s is a member of the International  

Society for Computational Biology, and a founding member of the Mexican Society of 

Genomic Sciences. 

Moreno-Hagelsieb received his Ph.D. in biotechnology from the Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México in 2000.  He was appointed as a SHARCNET Chair in biocomputing 

in 2004.

Uncovering Genetic Relationships 
with Computer Technology 

Gabriel  
Moreno-Hagelsieb,  
Laurier researcher

“Using computer 

technology, such as 

SHARCNET, Moreno-

Hagelsieb can compare 

genes from different 

organisms quickly and 

efficiently.”



BY DAVE MCCAUGHAN, HPTC CONSULTANT, SHARCNET

The Davis Center at the University of Waterloo served as the stage for SHARCNET’s annual 
2006 Fall Workshop, which focused on object-oriented parallel programming techniques, 
applications and parallel development tools.

Following up on the success of the format introduced in 2005, the 2006 Workshop offered 
two full days of in-depth laboratory sessions in addition to one day organized around shorter 
talks from invited speakers.  We attempted to move away from the more introductory 
material presented in past workshops, and tackled more advanced topics.  The object-
oriented programming day featured workshops on development with the advanced Charm++ 
toolkit, as well as a treatment of practical considerations for parallel C++ programming, 
which has become increasingly popular with the user community.  A second day of 
workshops considered the perennial issues of techniques for parallelizing existing serial 
code and debugging using the newly installed DDT parallel debugger.

Our invited talks also skewed to the pragmatic, with a wealth of practical techniques and 
increasingly popular tools being presented by the experts, or even the developers in the 
case of Charm++.  As the HPC community grows, it becomes increasingly important to have 
the resources to encourage and support users of open source alternatives to commercial 
packages, and it is reassuring to see SHARCNET on the forefront in this regard.

Additional information, including speakers, program and copies of slides and instructional 
materials can be found online at www.sharcnet.ca/Events/fw2006/.

2006 Fall Workshop

Swimming with SHARCS:  
New Staff
SHARCNET is pleased to welcome Elvis Melo Vieira, who joins SHARCNET as a 

Technical Support Analyst located at the University of Windsor, effective January 

8, 2007.  Elvis is a PhD candidate in Computer Science at Western, defending his 

thesis in early February of this year. His specialization is "Application and Network 

Performance" having published and researched on this area for more than 10 

years, especially in TCP performance.  His most recent development work has been 

web application management with the ETRI Institute, South Korea and with the 

National Research Agency, Brazil (CNPQ) in high-speed networks involving projects 

with multicasting, high-speed network management and Linux kernel development.  

Prior to joining SHARCNET, Elvis worked for the National Research Network, 

Opentech, and the Federal University of Santa Catarina – all in Brazil.Elvis Melo Vieira
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BY BAOLAI GE, HPTC CONSULTANT, SHARCNET AND TECC 
CONFERENCE CHAIR

The TECC 2006 Summit, a technical symposium building the 
national platform for high performance computing in Canada, 
held the first meeting of its kind from October 23-25th in 
Toronto, and brought together 60 of Canada’s HPC elite, along 
with over 30 industry representatives.  The conference created 
a unique opportunity to foster discussions on common issues in 
HPC support and research.  The Summit hosted a mix of vendor-
sponsored sessions and special topic sessions that focused 
on particular aspects relevant to systems administrators and 
computational analysts. 

So what do the people running the multi-million dollars worth 
of computing equipment the Canadian government has invested 
in over the past five years talk about when they get together?  
Well taxpayers would be happy to know that most of the time 
was spent discussing the sharing of resources and how to use 
the resources more efficiently.  Sessions were held with such 
practical titles as “National Access to HPC Resources”, “User 
Support Collaboration” and “Collaboration Environments”.  
There were also extensive discussions on how to deal with 
future HPC needs and what the technical experts within each 
consortium can do collectively to assist in this process.  To this 
end, there were quite lively discussions on various topics in the 
sessions: “Data Centre Design”, “Benchmark Suites and System 
Evaluation” and “Wide Area Networking”.  

While most of the topics might seem to be abstract and 
conceptual, some of the talks presented detailed the work 
that existing HPC Centres have undertaken.  Among them 
was a trend and practice that had emerged from several of 
the consortia, including SHARCNET, to develop a unified user 
environment for accessing information and HPC resources.  
RQCHP, in Quebec, introduced the proto-type of a web portal 
that allows users to access and manipulate information 
through their web portal on the fly.  HPCVL, in eastern Ontario, 
demonstrated an advanced web portal with an integrated 
desktop environment that allows users not only to manipulate 
files across the desktop and remote systems, but also to launch 
jobs remotely and visualize the results as if they were on the 
local desktop. 

Attendees discussed many items of common interest, including 
wide area networking, collaboration over AccessGrid, data 
centre design, user support and policy development.  Many 

noted that technical and political constraints varied by site 
and user support collaboration and site policies were the 
universal topics without boundary and of top, common interest 
for attendees.  On user support, questions such as who are 
the users, what questions are they asking and where should 
they go for answers, were raised.  HPCVL also demonstrated a 
working template for lab sessions of training courses and code 
debugging, which appeared to be very creative and promising.  
On site policies, the focus was on the ever hot topic of job 
scheduling, and the expectation and frustration from end 
users at various consortia brought up the fundamental, yet 
challenging question: Does the ideal scheduler exist?

All of the sessions generated extensive discussion and debate 
among and between various consortia and industrial attendees.  
As this was one of the main purposes of the Summit there 
can be no doubt that the conference was successful.  While 
the Summit can thus far only claim to have been successful 
at stimulating the interaction and discussion, the true 
impact of the event will be seen in the coming 
year.  During a town hall meeting on the 
second day, it was agreed that future 
TECC Summits should be held 
annually.  More importantly, 
the intent going forward is to 
form a number of working 
groups, guided by an interim 
committee to be formed with 
members from across the 
seven Canadian HPC consortia, 
to create “white papers” 
describing best practices in a 
number of HPC areas, and to assist 
with the efforts to establish a unified, 
national platform for HPC across the country.

The Summit was jointly hosted by the Canadian High 
Performance Computing Collaboratory (C3.ca) and SHARCNET, 
and financially supported by C3.ca industry members and other 
HPC companies including IBM Canada, HP Canada, Intel, AMD, 
CANARIE, Apple, Sun Microsystems, Silicon Graphics, Inc., 
Platform, APC, Rackable and inSORS. 

For more details on the TECC Summit, please visit the 
tecc2006.c3.ca website.

TECC Summit 



Tech Bytes 

“I have been using the AG 

to maintain an ongoing 

collaboration with my colleague 

Rob Corless at UWO and Azar 

Shakoori, a PhD student there 

that Rob and I supervise 

together.  The AG provides 

a very convenient way for 

me to act as a responsible 

supervisor while eliminating the 

commuting time for all of us.” 

AccessGrid and You  
SHARCNET’s AccessGrid rooms are now operational and open for 
use.  These rooms were used for the SHARCNET AGM on October 
19th.  Our Scientific Director, Hugh Couchman, was able to give his 
presentation from the University of Waterloo at the conclusion of the 
Fall Workshop.  It was broadcast to the other SHARCNET institutions 
over AccessGrid.  Researchers and staff were able to interactively 
attend from four remote sites: University of Guelph, McMaster 
University, University of Western Ontario and Fanshawe College.

Since that time the rooms at Wilfred Laurier University, York 
University and University of Ontario Institute of Technology have 
been completed and the University of Windsor will be operational 
before the end of January.  AccessGrid rooms are planned for all 
SHARCNET partner sites and you can join in from your office or even 
from home on your desktop computer.  All that is required is the 
AccessGrid software (available from www.accessgrid.org), a webcam 
and a headset.  Watch our AccessGrid webpage (www.sharcnet.ca/
Facilities/accessgrid.php) for instructions on installing the software 
and joining into sessions.

Our existing rooms are being used many times every week.  There 
are frequent staff and committee meetings, as well as researcher 

BY JOHN MORTON, TECHNICAL MANAGER, SHARCNET

Dhavide Aruliah
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BY JOHN MORTON, TECHNICAL MANAGER, SHARCNET

collaboration sessions.  One researcher making use of our 
AccessGrid rooms is Dr. Dhavide Aruliah from the University of 
Ontario Institute of Technology.

This term we have started a weekly seminar series.  The seminars 
will be every Monday with each week devoted to a specific topic.  
On the first Monday a SHARCNET staff member will present a 
seminar on an HPC topic.  These topics could include using our 
debugger or other software packages on SHARCNET systems to basic 
and advanced MPI programming techniques.  The second and fourth 
Mondays will be used to introduce new users to SHARCNET.  The 
seminar will contain a brief overview of SHARCNET, our systems, 
scheduler and storage layout.  All new users will be strongly 
encouraged to attend one of these sessions.  The third Monday 
will be used for researcher presentations.  Users from a variety 
of disciplines around SHARCNET will present their work and how 
SHARCNET facilities and staff helped their research along.

Future plans for the AccessGrid rooms include offering graduate 
courses across sites.  This should be starting in the fall of 2007.  
Contact any SHARCNET staff member or your local Site Leader for 
more information.

Monthly Monday Madness

1st 10am to noon HPC Seminar

2nd 10am to noon New User Certification

3rd 1pm to 3pm Researcher Presentation

4th 1pm to 3pm New User Certification



SHARCNET’s partnership with the Ontario Research and Innovation Optical Network 
(ORION) has allowed SHARCNET to deploy a high performance grid which currently 
connects 11 partner institutions.  This dedicated, private network can be physically 
described as a 10 Gb/s Wide Area Network (WAN) between 8 sites (Windsor, 
Western, Waterloo, Laurier, Guelph, York, Sheridan, McMaster) and a 1 Gb/s WAN 
to 3 sites (Fanshawe, UOIT, Brock).  This provides a minimum 1 Gb/s bandwidth to 
every server, login point and compute node in SHARCNET.  New funding provided by 
the Ontario Research Fund will allow SHARCNET to extend the network to the five 
newest partner sites (Lakehead, Laurentian, Trent, Perimeter and OCAD).

In addition, SHARCNET has already tested a dedicated network link to the Canadian 
western consortium, WestGrid, and we are in discussion with ORION to provide 
a similar dedicated link between SHARCNET and HPCVL.  As part of the National 
Platforms Fund application to CFI, awarded in December 2006, all of the consortia 
are planning for a cross-Canada dedicated network linking their HPC facilities, 
representing a major leap forward for Canada’s HPC community.

ABOUT ORION

ORION is a high-speed fibre optic network that connects Ontario’s research  
and education institutions to one another and to partners throughout Ontario  
and around the world.  Spanning 4,200 kilometres, with access points in  
21 communities, ORION allows researchers, educators and learners to access 
new knowledge resources, learning opportunities and collaborative tools and 
technologies.  Visit www.orion.on.ca for more information.

 SHARCNET’s Network

SHARCNET is pleased to highlight the 21st International Symposium on  

High Performance Computing, being held at the University of Saskatchewan, 

May 13-16, 2007.

The High Performance Computing Symposium (HPCS) is a multidisciplinary 

conference that focuses on new and exciting scientific and technical work 

involving High Performance Computing.  HPCS is Canada’s preeminent forum 

for HPC initiatives.  This four-day conference draws attendance from Canadian 

and international HPC experts and researchers renowned in the sciences, 

engineering, mathematics and applied human sciences.

“SHARCNET’s network 

is unique amongst the 

national HPC consortia, 

due to its capacity 

and dedicated nature.  

SHARCNET institutions 

have equal access to 

all resources via this 

dedicated network.” 

Gary Molenkamp,  
Systems Administrator, SHARCNET
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During the course of the symposium, high profile members of 

the international research community will present on ongoing 

projects which use HPC as a research tool.  In the past, papers 

presented have included topics from discipline areas such as Stellar 

Astrophysics, Marine Hydrodynamics, Planetary Dynamics, Molecular 

Interactions, Parallel Programming, Biophysics, Quantum Chemistry, 

Environmental Research, Molecular Modeling, Theoretical / 

Computational Chemistry, Genetic Programming and Bio Mechanics.

Sponsored by WestGrid this year, the theme for HPCS 2007 is 

“Transforming the Face of Research”.  Mark your calendars 

for May 13-17 to hear the following keynote speakers: Omar 

Ghattas, Director, Centre for Computational Geosciences, 

University of Texas; Kathy Yelick, Professor, Computer Science 

Division, UC Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory; and Jeremy Siadal, Technical Program Manager, 

Cluster Software and Technologies, Intel Corporation.

Registration for HPCS will open in January 2007.  For more 

information, visit: www.westgrid.ca/hpcs2007/ 

High Speed Network
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